
OVERVIEW

WORLDkids readers, usually between ages seven and 10, have begun piecing the world together in 
new and more complicated ways. They’re ready for an awareness of current events, but they need lots 
of background knowledge to build their understanding of what’s going on in the world. WORLDkids 
connects the news to things kids can already relate to, and then uses those touchpoints to take their 
understanding deeper. Along the way, WORLDkids drops Christian worldview “bread crumbs,” adding 
wisdom to news and knowledge. 

WORLDkids organizes current events into six topic areas, each with multiple stories that provide  
the context to help children understand the topic more fully.

EACH TOPIC SECTION INCLUDES:

• Four stories

• Online interactive activity

• Photo slideshows with each online story

• Knowledge-reinforcing activities and puzzles

• Quiz for comprehension and application

RECOMMENDED PACING:

Daily—

• Read the daily News Shorts online to grow an appreciation for what’s happening around the world.

Weekly—

• Work through one topic section during the week. Read all four stories with the online photo  
 slideshows, do the interactive activity, and take the quiz. Each section should be done as a whole to  
 better understand the topic and how to engage current events.

• Complete one of the printable worksheets included with the teaching guide to gauge reading  
 comprehension and increase understanding.
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1. End of the Line: These 75 steel rail cars served their original purpose. Now they are getting a new 
job—hosting marine life on the sea floor!

2. Rebuilding the Reef: How does a coral reef form? What roles do reefs play in healthy oceans? How 
can what looks like littering actually be good management of creation?

3. Double Damage: Crops in Iowa took a hard hit from some super-windy weather. You might think, 
“Tornadoes!” but not this time. This storm is called a derecho. 

4. Dangerous Derechos: How is a derecho different from a tornado or a regular thunderstorm? What 
makes it so powerful? How frequently do derechos occur?

5.  Derecho vs. Tornado: Click through our original online Explore-It! interactive to build your own 
powerful storms!

SCIENCE SOUP STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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SCIENCE SOU P

VOCABULARY QUIZ 

1. attempting

a) restoring

b) trying

c) moving

2. eject

a) pause

b) shift

c) expel

3. exert

a) to keep

b) to put forth power

c) to surround

4. destructive

a) damaging

b) swirling

c) frightening

READING QUIZ 

1. People probably 
got the idea for 
artificial reefs from 
____.

   a) shipwrecks

   b) bridges

   c) train car design

   d) subway cars

2. Coral reefs ____.

a) prevent    
hurricanes

b) are homes for 
sea life

c) grow bone-
white when 
healthy

d) cause pollution

3.What does the 
word “derecho” 
mean in Spanish?

    a) right

b) left

c) crooked

d) straight

4. Derecho winds 
blow at speeds 
between ____  per 
hour.

a) 39-57 miles

b) 58-130 miles

c) 39-57 
kilometers

d) 58-130 
kilometers

5. What should 
you do if you hear 
a derecho storm is 
coming?

https://kids.wng.org/node/5200
https://kids.wng.org/node/5201
https://kids.wng.org/node/5202
https://kids.wng.org/node/5203
https://kids.wng.org/node/5277
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1. Forgotten Railroad: You may have heard of the Underground Railroad. But did you know it didn’t only run 
north? Some people helped escaped slaves get to safety in the South too!

2. Who Was the Railroad?: You might think the question is “What was the Underground Railroad?” But the 
better question is “Who?” Read about the helpers along the way to freedom.

3. Bletchley Park Bail Out: A large manor-house-turned-museum holds the history of World War II code 
breaking. But money is short. Who will help the museum stay afloat?

4. Where Did Computers Come From?: The codebreakers who worked at Bletchley Park set the stage for today’s 
modern computing. Read about their machines and solutions.

5. Bletchley Park Bailout video: Tune in to our original reporting from WORLD Watch to learn even more about 
the history of Bletchley Park.

TIME MACHINE STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.

READING QUIZ 

1. Felix Haywood was a former ____.

a) slave

b) slave owner

c) slave catcher

d) railroad engineer

2. Stationmasters were usually ____.

a) lawmakers

b) soldiers

c) spies

d) regular people

3. Bletchley Park was ____.

a) destroyed in World War II

b) part of Nazi Germany

c) a house where codebreakers worked

d) where Facebook was created

4. The first programmable digital computer was 
called ____.

a) Enigma

b) Bombe

c) the Turing Test

d) Bletchley Park

5. Imagine a world without computers. Describe a 
normal day in your life if there were no computers 
at all.

https://kids.wng.org/node/5210
https://kids.wng.org/node/5211
https://kids.wng.org/node/5212
https://kids.wng.org/node/5213
https://kids.wng.org/node/5272
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1. Here Comes Help: Africa’s Sahel region is stricken with poverty, crime, war, illness, dirty water, and 
divisions. The world sees and makes a plan to send assistance.

2. Africa’s Belt: The Sahel is a diverse region. It has various climates. Many people groups and 10 nations 
make up this section nicknamed “Africa’s Belt.” 

3. Landlords in a Pinch: A good landlord takes care of his or her tenants. A good tenant pays rent on 
time. But sometimes there are conditions outside anyone’s control. What happens when one falls 
behind? 

4. Broken Ladder: Lenders, landlords, and tenants all work together in a kind of economic relationship. 
It’s like a ladder. It works well unless one rung breaks.

5. Welcome to the Game of Renter Life!: Play our original interactive game online to see what it might be 
like trying to earn money and pay your rent—even when life has unexpected surprises in store!

CITIZEN SHIP STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.

VOCABULARY QUIZ 

1. vulnerable

a) easily hurt 

b) strong

c) young

2. malnourished

a) scared

b) lacking nutrition

c) satisfied

3. tenants 

a) renters

b) rentals

c) landlords

4. isolated

a) freezing

b) alone

c) worried

READING QUIZ 

1. On which 
continent is the 
Sahel region 
located? 

a) South America

b) Asia

c) Africa

d) Australia

2. What is the land 
like in the Sahel 
region of Africa?

a) rainy and wet

b) rich farmland

c) lush and green

d) mostly dry and 
barren

3. A landlord ____.

a) pays rent to live 
somewhere

b) pays rent to a 
shopping mall

c) collects rent 
from tenants

d) is a tax collector

4. Eviction is ____.

a) removing a 
tenant from a 
property

b) renting property 
to a tenant

c) selling property 
to a homebuyer 

d) making health 
and safety laws

5. What would you 
do if you were a 
landlord with a 
tenant who could 
not pay rent because 
of a job lost in the 
pandemic?

https://kids.wng.org/node/5230
https://kids.wng.org/node/5231
https://kids.wng.org/node/5232
https://kids.wng.org/node/5233
https://kids.wng.org/node/5275
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1. Road Scholars: School looked different for many this year, so some families chose to hit the 
road! Learning didn’t stop—it just went on location! 

2. Schooled: Who came up with the idea of putting kids into schools? Read along to learn a 
brief history of schools—across continents and millennia!

3. Sketch First, Paint Later: Leonardo da Vinci’s lady with the mysterious smile held another 
mystery: There was a charcoal drawing underneath the paint! What’s it there for?  

4. How Spolvero Works: The artist used a technique called spolvero. Learn how and why this 
series of steps came before the final painted image.

5. Go! Self-Portrait: You can learn to draw your own self-portrait! Grab a pencil and paper, 
and then follow the steps in our original online Explore-It! interactive! 

TAKE APART SMART STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.

READING QUIZ 

1. What do some hotels now offer families on 
schoolcations?

a) field trips

b) a pool

c) tutoring

d) afterschool snacks

2. What did the first schools in Israel teach?

a) gymnastics

b) literature

c) arithmetic 

d) scripture

3. What is spolvero?

a) a canvas oil painting

b) a drawing technique that uses tiny holes and 
charcoal dust

c) a fancy camera for taking scans

d) the name for hidden reflections in a painting

4. The spolvero technique uses tiny holes punched 
where? 

a) on the finished canvas

b) along the lines of an original drawn design

c) in the fabric of a cloth sack

d) on the artist’s easel frame

5. Why would a family choose to take school on 
the road during a pandemic?

https://kids.wng.org/node/5240
https://kids.wng.org/node/5241
https://kids.wng.org/node/5242
https://kids.wng.org/node/5243
https://kids.wng.org/node/5276
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1. Tasmanian Devils Come Back: It’s been thousands of years since ferocious, voracious Tasmanian 
devils lived on Australia’s mainland. Well, guess what? They’re back! 

2. Walking, Talking Taz: People often assign human characteristics to animals. That’s called 
anthropomorphism—and it has an appropriate place. But there are also wise limits to applying such to 
God’s non-human creatures. 

3. Last White Giraffe: This beautiful white giraffe in Kenya has a condition called leucism. He is the last 
known giraffe with this rare genetic trait. What is being done to protect him?

4. Different Is Good: God loves variety! His creativity seems endless—as is His wisdom. Learn about 
some of the ways He works diversity into His magnificent creation. 

5. Know Your Noises: Say what?! Listen closely to each animal sound as you click through our original 
Explore It! interactive online. Who knew there were so many unusual sounds in creation?!

CRITTER FILE STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.

VOCABULARY QUIZ 

1. feisty 

a) peaceable

b) spunky

c) appropriate

2. devour

a) eat

b) fight

c) outsmart

3. lone

a) male

b) solitary

c) young

4. anomaly 

a) regularity

b) irregularity

c) disease

READING QUIZ 

1. Tasmanian devils 
____.

a) are carnivores 

b) never lived in 
Australia

c) never lived in 
Tasmania

d) are puppies

2. Real Tasmanian 
devils eat ____.

a) Bugs Bunny

b) bunnies

c) tables 

d) plates

3. White giraffes ____.

a) have a rare 
genetic trait

b) live on every 
continent

c) are extinct

d) live in the Arctic

4. Black jaguars ____.

a) have leucism

b) produce extra 
melanin

c) are poisonous

d) have no 
mutations

5. Why do you 
think God created 
so many different 
kinds of creatures 
and allowed 
mutations in their 
genes to happen?

https://kids.wng.org/node/5250
https://kids.wng.org/node/5251
https://kids.wng.org/node/5252
https://kids.wng.org/node/5253
https://kids.wng.org/node/5271
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1. Problem-Solving with Phones: When schools shut their doors around the globe, children needed 
internet access. That prompted a journalist in Indonesia to collect unused phones for poor children 
to use for school at home.

2. Indonesia: The Island Nation: Indonesia is a large country made up of thousands of islands. It is 
well known for mountains, coffee, jungles, tigers, orangutans, and very crowded cities. 

3. Two Decades in Orbit: The International Space Station went into orbit 20 years ago. The joint 
project has grown and grown. Read to find out about the work being done there today—and the 
station’s plans for the future. 

4. Many Nations, One Goal: Who has helped develop and add on to the International Space Station? 
Over the last 20 years, astronauts from 19 different countries have spent time there—all working 
together.

5. Bodies in Space: Would you like to live on the International Space Station? If you would, watch 
our original video from WORLD Watch to get an idea of how your body responds to weightlessness.

JET BALLOON STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.

READING QUIZ 

1. What is Ghina Ghaliya’s job?

a) a teacher

b) a garbage collector

c) a newspaper journalist

d) a motorcycle taxi driver 

2. How many of Indonesia’s islands have people 
living on them?

a) 6,000

b) 17,508

c) 268

d) 1

 

3. The International Space Station ____.

a) returned to Earth

b) has orbited for 20 years 

c) has no communication with Earth

d) is a U.S. Navy ship

4. Astronauts usually stay on the ISS for ____.

a) three days

b) six months

c) four years

d) nine days

5. How might Ghina Ghaliya’s vocation (job) have 
prepared her for the starting the phone service for 
needy children?

https://kids.wng.org/node/5220
https://kids.wng.org/node/5221
https://kids.wng.org/node/5222
https://kids.wng.org/node/5223
https://kids.wng.org/node/5274


ANSWER KEY: 
 
Science Soup:  
Reading Quiz: 1. a, 2. b, 3. d, 4. b, 5. Answers may vary but should include taking shelter 
inside. 

Vocabulary Quiz: 1. b, 2. c, 3. b, 4. a

Time Machine:  
Reading Quiz: 1. a, 2. d, 3. c, 4. b 5. Answers will vary but may include ideas such as 
waking up by the Sun, cooking over fire, walking or traveling by animal or bike, reading 
by candlelight without electric meters to track power, no phones or TV, etc. 

Citizen Ship:  
Reading Quiz: 1. c, 2. d, 3. c, 4. a, 5. Answers will vary but may include: I would try hard 
to work with the tenant until he or she could get a new job, or I would ask the bank for 
lower payments until the pandemic is over. 

Vocabulary Quiz: 1. a, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b

Take Apart Smart:  
Reading Quiz: 11. c, 2. d, 3. b, 4. b, 5. Answers will vary but may include: The ability to 
work online gives freedom to travel to educational sites that make learning firsthand even 
more meaningful.

Critter File:  
Reading Quiz: 1. a, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b, 5. Answers may include: Because His mind is infinite, 
his creativity couldn’t be limited to just a few creations, and variety makes species 
stronger. 

Vocabulary Quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b

Jet Balloon:  
Reading Quiz: 1. c, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b, 5. Answers will vary but should include: Ms. Ghaliya 
is a journalist who must listen well to others and pay attention to details. This helped her 
recognize a need when she saw it, as well as put together a plan using others’ help that 
would work with the problem.
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TOPIC EXPLORER

Is your student interested in volcanoes? Ancient Egyptian mummies? Or how about horses? Use the 
WORLDkids Topic Explorer to find relevant current-events stories quickly.

The WORLDkids Topic Explorer is a regularly updated index of popular topics you can easily browse 
or search for age-appropriate news stories. Get more from your WORLDkids membership by using the 
WORLDkids Topic Explorer—your gateway to an extensive article archive on WORLDkids. 

To SEARCH individual articles on the WORLDkids website:

Use the SEARCH function on the WORLDkids website to retrieve articles based on your 
own keyword searches. Your search results may include sets of feature articles with their 
related stories and photo slideshows. Your search may also display standalone News Shorts 
articles—brief stories from the daily News Shorts section of the WORLDkids website. The 

website content and potential search results are always expanding as new articles are added day by day.

To BROWSE broader topic areas in this list:

The list of topics on the following page is arranged alphabetically and grouped within the six subject 
categories used in the WORLDkids magazine and website. When viewing the list electronically, click on 
any of the topics to jump to content on the WORLDkids website. The topic list will be regularly updated 
as content is published in the WORLDkids magazine.
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TAKE APART SMART! 
(Technology)

Archaeology: Bible 
Figurine
Bears: Spreading Seeds
Birds: Extinct
Bumble Bees
Cars: Design
Chocolate
Clocks
Color Blindness
Cookie Design
Da Vinci
Dinosaur: Tyrannosaurus 
Rex
Dr. Seuss: The Lorax
Flying Mechanics
Food Olympics
Food: Science
Frogs: Red-Legged
Gardening: Unusual
Jupiter
Lobster Fishing
Mars Rover Tires
Mars Rovers
Mayflower II
Mekong River
Miniatures
Mona Lisa
Palm Oil: Indonesia
Puppets
Robots: Bipedal
Saffron
Salt
School: History
Sea of Galilee
Sign Language
Sign Language: Babies
Space Exploration
Space Ovens
Space Oven, Baking in 
Space
Space Travel
Spinal Cord
Storytelling
Surfing
Tennis, Ball Boys and 
Girls
Tennis, Line Judges
Vermeer
Water Bears

SCIENCE SOUP  
(Science)

Artificial Reefs
Bananas
Biomimicry
Bugs: Declining
Cat DNA
Cereal, Breakfast
Cheese: Competition
Derechos
Earthquake
Eyesight and Screens
Glass
Glider: Perlan 2
GMO Salmon
Helium
Horned Toads
Human Skin
Ice Expedition, Iceberg
Immune System
Lightning
Lionfish
Maggots, Leaping
Malaria
Manganese
Mars: InSight Spacecraft
Mars: Preparation
Mars: Simulation
Microbes
Mississippi River: Model
Modified Salmon
Monarch Migration
Mushrooms
Paleontologists: What 
They Do
Plant for Pain
Polarstern Voyage
Prairie Progess
Redwood Trees
Rock Raft
Seeds
Solar Eclipse: U.S., 2017
Sourdough
Spaceship, Launch
Telescope
Volcano: Kilauea
Volcanoes
Wolves, Isle Royale

TIME MACHINE  
(History)

Astronauts: Historical
Australia: Matthew 
Flinders
Bible History
Bible, Writing Of
Bicycle: History
Boat: Reed
Boston Light Lighthouse
Braceros
Bradstreet, Anne
Cars: Self-Driving Delivery
Catacombs: Rome
Civil War, U.S.: Reenacting
Columbus Statue
Computer History
Dogs, Eyes
Earhart, Amelia
Earhart, Amelia: Bone 
Theory
Egypt: Tombs
Gateway Arch
Great Depression
Hurricanes
Ice Age Wolf
Jousting
Lightsaber Fencing
Lunchboxes
Marriage
Mines, Abandoned
Old West
Peru: Ruins
Puebloan Native 
 Americans
Salt, from Sea
Santa Fe Trail
Shackleton, Ernest
Ships: Ocean Liners
Shipwrecks: Albania
Space Flight: Survival
Story Hour
Streetcars 
Tut Coffin
Underground Railroad
Victory Gardens
Vikings: Bluetooth’s 
Treasure
Washington, George
Wolf, Frozen Head
Wolves in Literature

CITIZEN SHIP  
(Civics) 

Art Restoration
Badminton: Saina Nehwal
Baltimore: Arabbers
Bicycles: China
Blindness: Glasses
Bolivia: Cable Cars
Brexit
China Christianity
China: Diplomacy, Pandas
Circus
Citizenship
Dental Care
Dialect 
 
Electric Scooters
Food: Raising Your Own
Gardening
Goats: Fire Prevention
Humanitarianism
Hurricanes: Puerto Rico
Landlords
Lebanon
Model Building
Names
Nile River
Pony: Chincoteague
Proverbs Library
Puppies in Jail
Robot Jobs
Rome, Italy
Sahel Region
SCOTUS History
Sports: India
Statue of Liberty
UK, EU
Venezuela
Washington,  
D.C.: Boundaries
Washington, D.C.: Rats
Water Infrastructure: 
NYC & VE
Wildfires, Fighting
Wild Pigs
Wind Power
Worship, Bibles
Zimbabwe

CRITTER FILE  
(Animals)

Animals: Restoration
Bats and Fireflies
Beekeeping Veterans
Beluga Whales
Biomimicry: Bats
Cat Tongues
Crane: Sarus
Crayfish: Invasive
Dinosaur: Fossils
Dinosaur: Titanosaur
Dogs: Exhibit
Dogs: Nose
Dugong Baby 
Dugong, Marine  
Mammals
Grasshopper
Hellbenders
Hippos: Fiona
Honeybees
Horses: Choctaw
Hurricane Animals
Invasive Species
Llamas, Bolivia
Murder Hornets
Mutations
Olms
Orangutan
Orca: Captivity
Orca vs. Shark
Owls: Airport
Owls, Snowy
Pandas
Parrot
Python
Rabbit: New England 
Cottontail
Sea Otter, Comeback
Shark: Whale sharks
Spider Silk
Stinky Beach, Whale Falls
Super-Cows
Tasmanian Devils
Turkey: Wild
Vulture
Walrus: Migration 
Whales, Decomposing
Zoos: Aardvark Milk

JET BALLOON  
(Geography)

Alexandria Sinking
Arctic Exploration
Babylon
Babylon, Iraq
China: Great Wall
China: History
China: Tea
China: Walmart
Cleanliness
Fish as Food
Ghost Towns
Haiti
Haiti Vetiver
Hawaii: Taro
Horses: NYC Police
Hurricane Maria
India: Religions
Indonesia
Iraq: Christians
International Space 
Station
Jamaica Coral
Japan: Emperor
Kenya: Ballet
Korea: Reunions
Lakes
Languages
Mapping
Migrants: Refugees
Mongolia: Bankhar Dog
Morocco
Mount Everest: Records
Nigeria: Dyeing
Nile River
North Korea: Food
Oceans
Pacific: Garbage Patch
Royalty: Young Royals
Stuck on Ships
Shipping Routes
Shipwreck: Lake Erie
St. Helena Island
Sudan
Tacos
Vetiver, Hispaniola
Volcanoes: Ring of Fire
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 Six Questions in a Story        
Directions: Read a WORLDkids story and look for answers to the questions 
that journalists use to tell a story—Who? What? When? Where? Why? How?

Title of the story: 

The WORLDkids topic area the story is in (such as Science Soup or Critter File):

Who was involved? ________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

What happened? __________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

When did it happen? _______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Where did it happen? ______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Why did it happen? ________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

How did it happen? ________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name:                                             

Date:                                               

worldkids WORKSHEET



 Vocabulary Builder        
Directions: Read all four of the stories in a WORLDkids topic area and  
look for five words you don’t know well. Look up each word in a dictionary  
and write its meaning below.

Topic area you chose (such as Science Soup or Critter File):

Word #1:  _________________________________________________________________________________________

Definition:  ________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Word #:  _________________________________________________________________________________________

Definition:  ________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Word #:  _________________________________________________________________________________________

Definition:  ________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Word #:  _________________________________________________________________________________________

Definition:  ________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Word #5:  _________________________________________________________________________________________

Definition:  ________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name:                                             

Date:                                               

worldkids WORKSHEET



 Picture It!        
Directions: Choose a WORLDkids story and read it carefully. In the space below,  
draw a picture that illustrates some part of the story that impressed you.

Write a sentence explaining what part of the story you chose to draw.  __________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name:                                             

Date:                                               

worldkids WORKSHEET



 Photo Interpreter        
Directions: Select a photo from WORLDkids. In your own words, answer the  
following questions about the photo. Use complete sentences in your answer.

What is happening in the photo?  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

What do you see in the photo that led you to your answer?  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

What else can you find in the photo?  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name:                                             

Date:                                               

worldkids WORKSHEET



 Mapmaker        
Directions: In the space below, draw the outline of a state, province, 
or country that is the subject of a WORLDkids story. Show where its 
capital is located, and write its name. Below your map, write something 
you learned about this area from the WORLDkids article.

Name:                                             

Date:                                               

worldkids WORKSHEET



 Graph Reader        
Directions: Select a graph or infographic from WORLDkids.

In your own words, explain what the image illustrates. What is its main point?  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

What information does it present?  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Why was it included in the article instead of using more text to explain the information?  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name:                                             

Date:                                               

worldkids WORKSHEET



 Favorite Stories        
Directions: Choose a story from WORLDkids that you especially liked.  
Use complete sentences to answer the following about the story.

Story Headline: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

  

The story’s topic area in WORLDkids (such as Critter File or Jet Balloon): 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

Why did you choose this story? _____________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Describe an interesting thing you learned from reading this story. ______________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Name:                                             

Date:                                               

worldkids WORKSHEET



Imagine It!       
Directions: Choose a story or photo from WORLDKids.  
Imagine you were there when the photo was taken or the event happened. 

Title of the story: 

The WORLDkids topic area the story is in (such as Science Soup or Critter File):

What would you see?  ______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

What would you hear?  _____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

What would you smell? ____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

What would you feel? ______________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

What would you taste? ____________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Pick one of the items you wrote down. On another piece of paper, write a new story. Be creative! It can be long 

or short. It doesn’t need to be a true story like the one in WORLDKids. You can use your imagination and make 

it up.

Name:                                             

Date:                                               

worldkids WORKSHEET


